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Abstract 12 

Singapore is an island state with considerable population, industries, commerce and transport located 13 

in coastal areas at elevations less than 2 m making it vulnerable to sea-level rise.  Mitigation against 14 
future inundation events requires a quantitative assessment of risk.  To address this need, regional 15 
projections of changes in (i) long-term mean sea level and (ii) the frequency of extreme storm surge 16 

and wave events have been combined to explore potential changes to coastal flood risk over the 21
st
 17 

century.  Local changes in time mean sea level were evaluated using the process-based climate 18 

model data and methods presented in the IPCC AR5.  Regional surge and wave solutions extending 19 

from 1980 to 2100 were generated using ~12 km resolution surge (Nucleus for European Modelling of 20 

the Ocean - NEMO) and wave (WaveWatchIII) models.  Ocean simulations were forced by output 21 
from a selection of four downscaled (~12 km resolution) atmospheric models, forced at the lateral 22 
boundaries by global climate model simulations generated for the IPCC AR5.  Long-term trends in 23 

skew surge and significant wave height were then assessed using a generalised extreme value 24 
model, fit to the largest modelled events each year.  An additional atmospheric solution downscaled 25 

from the ERA-Interim global reanalysis was used to force historical ocean model simulations 26 
extending from 1980-2010, enabling a quantitative assessment of model skill.  Simulated historical 27 
sea surface height and significant wave height time series were compared to tide gauge data and 28 
satellite altimetry data respectively.  Central estimates of the long-term mean sea level rise at 29 

Singapore by 2100 were projected to be 0.52 m(0.74 m) under the RCP 4.5(8.5) scenarios 30 
respectively.   Trends in surge and significant wave height 2-year return levels were found to be 31 

statistically insignificant and/or physically very small under the more severe RCP8.5 scenario.  We 32 
conclude that changes to long-term mean sea level constitute the dominant signal of change to the 33 
projected inundation risk for Singapore during the 21

st
 century.  We note that the largest recorded 34 

surge residual in the Singapore Strait of ~84 cm lies between the central and upper estimates of sea 35 

level rise by 2100, highlighting the vulnerability of the region. 36 
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1. Introduction 41 

Singapore is an island state with considerable population, industries, commerce and transport located 42 
in coastal areas at elevations less than 2 m (Wong, 1992).  Singapore is thus potentially exposed to 43 

the effects of sea level rise and climate induced changes in extreme events.  Mitigation against future 44 
inundation events requires a quantitative assessment of risk.  Global scale climate projections 45 
generated for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Assessment Reports (Meehl et al., 46 
2007; Church et al., 2013) are generally on too coarse a grid scale to provide relevant information at 47 
the regional scale (e.g. Allen et al., 2010; Penduff et al., 2010).  Hence the assessment of climate 48 

change impacts on regional coastlines requires a focused regional study.  To address this need 49 
regional projections of changes in (i) long-term mean sea level and (ii) the frequency of extreme storm 50 
surge and wave events have been combined to explore potential changes to coastal flood risk in 51 
Singapore  over the 21

st
 century.  The following paragraphs briefly summarise the processes which 52 

influence temporal variability in sea level in the Singapore Strait. 53 
 54 
Located in the middle of the Sunda shelf, the Singapore Strait (Figure 1a) is connected via the South 55 

China Sea to the Pacific Ocean in the northeast, to the Java Sea in the southeast, and via the 56 
Malacca Strait to the Indian Ocean in the west.  Regional tides are complex with several amphidromic 57 
points located in the South China Sea.  Tides propagate into the Singapore Strait via the Malacca 58 
Strait and from the open seas to the east, resulting in a complex mix of diurnal and semi-diurnal tides 59 

observed around the coastline of Singapore (Maren and Gerritsen, 2012).  The mean tidal range at 60 

Singapore is ~2 m and the spring maximum range is ~3 m. 61 

 62 
The weather in Singapore is influenced by the northern and southern hemisphere monsoon systems.  63 
Winds are from the north and northeast during the northeast monsoon season, which extends from 64 

December to early March and from the south or southeast during the southwest monsoon season 65 

which extends from June to September. In response to the monsoon winds, sea level in the 66 

Singapore Strait exhibits seasonal variability of the order ±20 cm, being highest during the northeast 67 
monsoon when the fetch is greatest.  Extreme sea level anomaly events in Singapore tend to coincide 68 

with prolonged (lasting for several days in duration) northeast winds over the South China Sea during 69 
this season (e.g. Tkalich et al., 2009).  Interannual variability in sea level is dominated by El Nino and 70 
La Nina events which cause the Sea Surface Height (SSH) to vary by ±5 cm, with lower SSH 71 

observed during El Nino events (Tkalich et al. 2013).   72 

The sheltered location of Singapore results in significant wave heights that are typically less than 1 m.  73 
Waves of close to 1 m in height occur along the southwest coast during squall events associated with 74 

the southwest monsoon.  However, extreme wave events occurring during the northwest monsoon 75 

have the potential to be more damaging due to the higher sea level during this season.   76 

Tkalich et al. (2013) report that sea level in the Singapore strait has been rising at an average rate of 77 

1.2-1.7 mm yr-1 between 1975 and 2009, 1.8-2.3 mm yr-1 between 1984 and 2009 and 1.9-4.5 mm 78 
yr-1 between 1996 and 2009.  The trend is larger than the global mean during the earlier period and 79 
smaller during the latter period.  Over multi-decadal timescales, accounting for glacial isostatic 80 
adjustment, sea level in the Singapore Strait has been rising at approximately the same rate as the 81 
global mean.  Bird et al. (2010) consider the impact of pre-observational (early Holocene) sea level 82 

change on human dispersal in coastal regions of Singapore, and provide evidence of the rapid rate at 83 
which regional sea levels changed during this period. The authors suggest sea levels rose at a rate of 84 
1.8 m 100 yr

-1
 between 8900 and 8100 calibrated yr B.P., exhibited little change in between 7800 and 85 

7400 calibrated yr B.P. and then a rose by 4–5 m by 6500 calibrated yr B.P.  86 

 87 
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 88 

2. Methods 89 

Change in the long-term climate of extreme sea level can arise due to (i) change in regional time-90 
mean relative sea level and (ii) change in the frequency/intensity of extreme events.  There is 91 

evidence from dynamical modelling studies based in the North Sea (e.g. Howard et al., 2010; Sterl et 92 
al., 2009) and the Gulf of Mexico (e.g. Smith et al., 2010) that these two components of change can 93 
be modelled separately and then combined linearly to give a total projected extreme sea level 94 
change.  This is the approach taken in this study, although we note that this finding is not necessarily 95 

applicable to all locations (e.g. Mousavi et al., 2011; Smith 2010). 96 

In this study climate projections are generated for two Representative Concentration Pathways 97 
(RCPs, Meinshausen et al., 2011), these being RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.  The IPCC describe RCP4.5 as 98 

an intermediate emissions scenario and it was chosen to provide a moderate mitigation policy 99 
scenario.  RCP4.5 is comparable to the SRES scenario B1, used in the IPCC AR4 and is consistent 100 

with a future with relatively ambitious emissions reductions.  RCP8.5 is described as a high emissions 101 
scenario and is consistent with a future with no policy changes to reduce emissions.  RCP8.5 was 102 

chosen to provide an upper estimate of expected change (Meinshausen et al., 2011). 103 

 104 

2.1 Calculation of local changes in time-mean sea level 105 

Projections of global mean sea level (GMSL) rise have been presented by the IPCC AR5 (Church et 106 
al., 2013) for a range of climate change scenarios. These projections include estimates of:  (1) global 107 

thermal expansion, (2) ice sheet mass changes from surface mass balance, (3) ice sheet mass 108 

changes from ice dynamics, (4) glacier mass changes and (5) changes in land water (from ground 109 

water extraction and reservoir impoundment).  Time series for each component (1)-(5), under different 110 
RCPs, over the 21

st
 Century are available from the IPCC AR5 Chapter 13 supplementary data files 111 

(http://www.climatechange2013.org/report/full-report/). These time series are derived from the direct 112 

output of climate models (1), combining climate model projections with empirical relationships and/or 113 
glacier models (2 and 4) and bounding scenarios based on the scientific literature (3 and 5).    The 114 

upper and lower limits of each time series represent the “likely range” of GMSL change, taking the 115 
IPCC AR5 assessment that there is a >= 66 % chance that the observed sea level rise would fall 116 
within these bounds for a given RCP. The additional uncertainty implied by this arises from the 117 
authors’ expert judgement of methodological or structural uncertainty that is not captured by the 118 

CMIP5 ensemble. 119 

Local changes in time mean sea level associated with ocean mass changes (2-5 above) over the 21st 120 

Century are evaluated using the fingerprint patterns of Slangen et al. (2014), which represent the ratio 121 

of a local sea level change to a unit rise in GMSL for each contributing term. Time series of each term 122 
obtained from the AR5 supplementary data files (available at 123 

http://www.climatechange2013.org/report/full-report/) were converted into local values for Singapore 124 
by multiplying by a local scaling factor (Table 1) derived from the Slangen et al. (2014) fingerprints, 125 
using the closest 1 x 1 degree grid box.  Maps showing the ratio of local relative sea level change per 126 

unit of GMSL rise due to Greenland and Antarctica surface mass balance terms and changes in 127 
glacial ice content and land water use are shown in Figure 2.  Rates of glacial isostatic adjustment 128 

(GIA) for Singapore were determined using the combined ice and rheological models ICE-5G(VM2)  129 

(Peltier, 2004; http://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/~peltier/data.php), provided by Slangen et 130 

al. (2014), again taking data from the closest 1 x 1 degree grid box (Figure 2f).  Given the long 131 

http://www.climatechange2013.org/report/full-report/
http://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/~peltier/data.php
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timescales associated with GIA, the rates of change are assumed to be constant and independent of 132 

climate change scenario.  133 

Local changes in ocean density (steric change) and circulation are also important for projections of 134 
regional sea level (e.g. Pardaens et al., 2011). We follow the approach taken in IPCC AR5 (Church et 135 
al., 2013; Slangen et al., 2014) and combine changes in local dynamic sea level (which represents 136 
local departures from global mean sea level) with changes in global thermal expansion to estimate the 137 
combined effects of local density and ocean circulation (the “oceanographic” term). As has been 138 

shown by previous studies (Pardaens et al., 2011, Slangen et al., 2014), we find a large model spread 139 
in projections of regional oceanographic sea level rise (Figure 3).  However, all models show relatively 140 
weak gradients in the pattern of change in the vicinity of Singapore. This result appears to be largely 141 
independent of the underlying ocean model resolution, which varies across the CMIP5 models from 142 

about 2° to 0.3° 143 

The sensitivity of results to the choice of grid box was tested by selecting a primary and secondary 144 
grid box to represent Singapore. The difference in multi-model median estimates between boxes is 145 
about ± 1 mm and ± 2 mm for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 respectively. This represents less than 1% of the 146 
change signal and therefore is considered a negligible uncertainty.  In order to provide an estimate of 147 

the projected oceanographic sea level rise that is continuous with time, it was assumed that the 148 
change signal (and model spread) emerges proportionally to the global thermal expansion time series 149 
of the IPCC AR5. This approach is justified since, to a good approximation, all models show a linear 150 
relationship between the local oceanographic sea level change near Singapore, and global thermal 151 

expansion (this relationship in demonstrated in Figure A1 for all CMIP5 models for RCP4.5 and 152 
RCP8.5).  This permits us to estimate the sea level change for the Singapore region throughout the 153 

21st century for each scenario. 154 

IPCC AR5 estimates of the effect of changes in atmospheric loading for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 155 

scenarios are available as part of the Chapter 13 supplementary data files (Church et al., 2013). 156 

However, the projections for the Singapore region are very small compared to the other terms – 157 
representing only about 1% of the total estimated sea level change, with relatively little spread among 158 
different model projections. Given the substantial combined uncertainties of the leading terms in total 159 

sea level change, we do not include the inverse barometer effect in our final projections as we 160 

consider this term constitutes a negligible contribution to projected sea level change.   161 

The sea level change for Singapore was computed as the difference between the 1986-2005 and 162 
2081-2100 periods. The median of the model ensemble change was taken as the central estimate 163 

and the 5th and 95th percentiles were calculated based on the multi-model standard deviation, 164 
assuming a normal distribution.  Time series of each of the terms listed in Table 1 have a central 165 
estimate (based on the median for all terms except the oceanographic term, for which the mean is 166 

used) and both an upper and lower bound, which are indicative of the 5th and 95th percentiles of the 167 
distribution and/or the likely range assessed in the IPCC AR5. The central estimates of the different 168 
components are simply added together to arrive at values for total sea level change at Singapore. To 169 
combine the associated uncertainties we follow the approach outlined by Church et al (2013), in which 170 

total uncertainty (σtot) expressed as a variance is estimated according to Eq (1),  171 

σ
2
tot=(σocean+σsmb_a+σsmb_g)

2
+σ

2
glac+σ

2
LW+σ

2
dyn_a+σ

2
dyn_g    Eq (1) 172 

where σocean, σsmb_a, σsmb_g σglac, σLW, σdyn_a, and σdyn_g represent uncertainties in sea level rise 173 
projections due to changes in oceanographic processes, Antarctic surface mass balance, Greenland 174 
surface mass balance, glaciers, land water, Antarctic dynamics and Greenland dynamics respectively.  175 
It is assumed that the first three terms which have a strong correlation with global air temperature 176 
have correlated uncertainties and can therefore be added linearly. This combined uncertainty is then 177 
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added to the other components’ uncertainties in quadrature. The uncertainties in the projected ice 178 

sheet surface mass balance changes are reported to be dominated by the magnitude of climate 179 
change, rather than their methodological uncertainty (see AR5 Chapter 13 supplementary materials 180 
for details), while the uncertainty in the projected glacier change was assumed to be dominated by 181 
methodological uncertainty. We do not include an uncertainty contribution for GIA or the inverse 182 

barometer effect (which as noted above has a negligible contribution to sea level projections at 183 

Singapore) in our method.  184 

 185 

2.2 Design of model study 186 

The surge and wave projections described in this work were conducted utilising high resolution (12 187 
km) regional atmospheric simulations, forced at the open boundaries by a selection of 9 GCM 188 

solutions generated for the IPCC AR5 (IPCC AR4, 2007; see McSweeney et al., 2013 and McSweeny 189 
et al 2015 for further details on downscaled atmospheric simulations).  Figure 1a shows the 190 

downscaled atmospheric model domain.  Computational expense dictated the need to select only the 191 
most suitable GCMs from which to generate downscaled atmospheric solutions.  Approaches for 192 
selecting climate models for downscaling are discussed in various papers (e.g. Wilby et al., 2009, 193 
Whetton et al 2012).  Criteria of particular importance in selecting climate models for impact studies 194 

include (a) that the climate models under historical conditions accurately represent the processes or 195 
features that are of particular relevance to the impact study and (b) that the climate models sample 196 
the range of projected change in the features of interest (Whetton et al, 2012).  Both these criteria 197 

were considered when selecting models for downscaling.  In particular, it was essential that the GCMs 198 
used should appropriately represent wind speed during both the northern and southern hemisphere 199 

monsoon systems.  Selection was further constrained by the availability of suitable data on the CMIP5 200 

archive. Of nine downscaled atmospheric simulations conducted, four were selected to force the high 201 

resolution surge and wave models: HadGEM2-ES, CNRM-CM5, IPSL-CM5A-MR, and GFDL-CM3. 202 
These four models sample a range of projected change in wind speed and include the model GFDL-203 

CM3 which out of the nine downscaled atmospheric simulations exhibited the largest area-averaged 204 
change in 850 hPa wind speeds during both the SW and NE monsoon seasons.  Computational 205 
expense also dictated that downscaled ocean simulations could only be conducted for a single RCP.  206 

We therefore chose RCP8.5, which is expected to give the largest climate change signal.     207 

Surge and wave climate projections were generated extending from 1970-2100.  An additional 208 
atmospheric solution downscaled from the ERAinterim (Dee et al., 2011) global atmospheric 209 

reanalysis was used to force historical surge and wave simulations extending from 1980-2010.  These 210 

historical simulations were used to compare model results with contemporary observations.   211 

 212 

2.3 Description of surge model 213 

The model used to generate surge projections was the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean 214 
(NEMO) version 3.4 ocean model (www.nemo-ocean.eu, Madec, 2008).  NEMO was run with a 215 
horizontal resolution of 1/12th degree and 9 sigma levels in the vertical.  The domain extended from 216 

95° to 117° East and from 10° South to 17° North as indicated in Figure 1a.  Initial conditions specified 217 
a constant uniform density and this was maintained throughout the simulations by setting surface heat 218 

and salt fluxes to zero.  Hence, NEMO was effectively run as a barotropic model.  Tidal forcing was 219 
applied at the open boundary as a time series of sea-surface elevation representing 15 harmonic tidal 220 
constituents: Q1, O1, P1, S1, K1, 2N2, MU2, N2, NU2, M2, L2, T2, S2, K2, M4.  In order to allow tides 221 
to propagate through the narrow and very shallow (<12 m in places) Strait of Malacca, it was 222 
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necessary to modify the z-envelope (which allows sigma levels to intercept land in regions of steep 223 

topography, thus preventing steep gradients in the vertical levels that may introduce pressure gradient 224 
errors) such that the minimum number of vertical levels at any location was 7.  The model was run 225 
with logarithmic bottom friction and a 4 second barotropic time step.  Atmospheric forcing was 226 
prescribed as hourly mean sea level pressure and 10 m wind fields.  For the case of the 4 GCM-227 

forced simulations, atmospheric forcing was prescribed at the same horizontal resolution as the ocean 228 
model.  ERAinterim (Dee et al, 2011) atmospheric forcing was prescribed at ~80 km resolution.  Sea 229 

surface height was recorded at hourly intervals. 230 

The climate models used to generate the atmospheric forcing use different calendar years (only 231 
CNRM-CM5 uses a Gregorian calendar, GFDL-CM3 and IPSL-CM5A-MR use a 365 day calendar, 232 
and HadGEM2-ES uses a 360-day calendar.  This introduced difficulties in maintaining consistency 233 
between tidal and atmospheric forcing.  Consequently the surge model was not run as a transient 234 

simulation, rather each year was run independently, following a 5 day spin-up.  To avoid splitting 235 

model simulations during the winter monsoon period when extreme events are most common, the 236 

model was run 360 days forward in time from 1
st
 July.  Atmospheric forcing for the 5 day spin-up was 237 

taken from the last 5 days of June during the start year of the simulation.  238 

The surge metric with which we are concerned in this study is skew surge.  Skew surge is the 239 
difference between the elevation of the predicted astronomical high tide and the maximum high water 240 
observed during the same tidal cycle (e.g. de Vries et al. 1995).  Skew surge is considered a more 241 
significant and practical measure than surge residual (the difference between the predicted 242 

astronomical tide and the observed water level at any time during a tidal cycle).  This is because 243 
winds are most effective at generating surge in shallow water, meaning peaks in surge residual are 244 

typically obtained prior to the predicted high water (Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007).  In order to allow 245 
calculation of skew surge, an additional NEMO simulation was conducted extending from 1970 to 246 

2100 with tidal forcing only (i.e. without any meteorological forcing).   247 

 248 

2.4 Description of wave model 249 

Wave simulations were performed using WAVEWATCH III (Tolman 1997, 1999a, 2009), a third 250 

generation wave model developed by NOAA/NCEP.  We used version 3.14 with Tolman and Chalikov 251 
(1996) physics.  In a spectral wave model, the choice of source terms dictates how the model 252 

represents energy input through winds, and dissipation through wave breaking and white capping. 253 
Regional validation runs were initially performed using two sets of source terms for comparison: WAM 254 
cycle 4 (Monbaliu 2000) and Tolman and Chalikov (1996). The latter has problems with shorter fetch, 255 

as wind waves grow slowly and dissipate slowly causing a model bias.  WAM cycle 4 has a reduced 256 
bias overall but also reduced performance in the tropics.  Very little difference was found between 257 

these two source terms for the domain of interest and consequently Tolman and Chalikov (1996) 258 
source terms were chosen due to the quicker integration time.    The regional model was run at 1/12th 259 

degree resolution on a grid extending from 95° East to 117° East and 9° South to 14° North as 260 
indicated in Figure 1a.  The model was run with a global time step of 900 seconds, a spectral 261 
resolution of 30 frequency bins, and 24 directional bins.  The model was forced at the surface by 262 

hourly mean 10 m wind speed at 1/12th degree resolution.  Significant wave height, mean wave 263 
energy period, mean wave direction, mean directional spread and mean wave period were recorded 264 

at hourly intervals.  We focus here on projected changes in significant wave height.   265 

In order to capture swell incoming at the open boundaries of the regional domain, a 50 km resolution 266 
global wave model was also run, forced with 3 hourly wind and daily sea ice values taken from the 267 

CMIP5 models.  The global WW3 domain consisted of a Spherical Multiple Cell grid with a resolution 268 
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of 0.7031250° x 0.4687500°, which extended from ~80°N to 80˚S.  Three-hourly wind data were not 269 

available for the entire future period for IPSL-CM5A-MR, and so daily data were used between 2046 270 
and 2065. The model produced nest files, which were used to force the regional domain at 3 hour 271 

intervals.   272 

 273 

2.5 Model validation 274 

To assess model performance in simulating local tides, harmonic analyses of modelled and observed 275 
sea surface heights were performed using T_TIDE (Pawlowicz et al., 2002).  Comparisons were 276 
made at four tide gauge stations situated close to Singapore: Raffles Light House, Keling, Tanah 277 
Merah, and Kukup (see Figure 1b for locations).  Simulated SSH time series were extracted from the 278 
closest model grid points to the tide gauge locations.  Amplitudes and phases of each tidal constituent 279 

were then compared using scatter diagrams.  During initial test runs the model was tuned by adjusting 280 
the bottom friction parameterisation in order to best represent tidal range, and in particular maximum 281 

spring high-water events in the immediate vicinity of Singapore. 282 

To assess model performance in representing surge events, simulated annual maximum extreme 283 

water levels at grid point ‘a’ (Figure 1b) were compared to an 18 year (1996-2013) tide-gauge record 284 

from Raffles Light House.  Six non-overlapping samples of eighteen consecutive years were extracted 285 
from each of the model simulations.  Return levels were compared to Average Recurrence Interval, 286 
(ARI) measured in years.  For large return periods ARI is very similar to Return Period (RP; defined as 287 

the reciprocal of the annual exceedance probability). ARI and RP are related by Eq (2).   288 

    
 

   
  

    

      Eq (2) 289 

The advantage of using ARI is that a Gumbel distribution fitted to the tide gauge observations appears 290 
as a straight line on a plot of return level versus ARI, even for small ARI.  A Gumbel distribution was 291 

fitted to the tide gauge observations and to each of the samples of model data, to give a distribution of 292 
model scale parameters.  This distribution, along with the scale parameter of the observations, is 293 

used to assess whether the observations lie comfortably within the distribution of the model samples. 294 

Modelled significant wave heights were compared to those derived from EnviSat satellite observations 295 
(Atlas et al. 2011), utilising the along-track level-2 data collected between 2003 and 2005.  Data were 296 

obtained via the Globwave data portal (http://globwave.ifremer.fr/).  All satellite data falling within the 297 
model domain during this period were directly compared to the closest model data point in both space 298 

and time.  A suite of metrics was then generated from the model-data comparisons: mean errors 299 

(ME), root mean square errors (RMS), correlation coefficients (PC) and standard deviations (SD).   300 

 301 

2.6 Analysis of extreme events 302 

Analysis of extreme skew surge and significant wave height return levels was limited by the length of 303 
the model simulation. Furthermore there was considerable inter-annual variability in both modelled 304 
and observed extreme water levels, making long-term trends difficult to identify against the 305 

background natural variability. To address these limitations a statistical model was used, firstly to 306 
derive return levels for periods longer than the period of the simulation, secondly to better model the 307 
behaviour of the system at any given return period, and thirdly to make a more informed assessment 308 
of the century-scale trends. The model used was the Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution 309 
(e.g. Coles, 2001; Hosking et al., 1985; Huerta and Bruno, 2007; Kotz and Nadarajah, 2000; Méndez 310 
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et al., 2007; 2008) applied to annual maximum skew surge and significant wave height values.  We 311 

tested the impact of using the R largest events (R ranging from 1 to 5) each year, subject to a 312 
separation of at least 120 hours in an effort to ensure independence. Results were not strongly 313 
sensitive to the value of R, and furthermore for the GFDL and IPSL simulations the parameter 314 
estimates did not remain stable as R increased, which is a requirement for making meaningful use of 315 

R>1 (Coles, 2001).  Thus for consistency R=1 (annual maxima only) was selected for all simulations.  316 
Invoking the External Types Theorem (ETT) we assume that the data are well-approximated by a 317 
GEV distribution since each data point is representative of the extreme of a large data block.  On 318 
fitting a generalised extreme value distribution to the data, the three parameters of the GEV 319 
distribution (location, scale and shape) can be used to make statements about the probability of the 320 

annual maximum exceeding a particular level. The location parameter of the GEV is analogous to the 321 
mean of the normal distribution meaning that a change slides the whole distribution up or down. The 322 
scale parameter of the GEV is analogous to the standard deviation of the normal distribution, meaning 323 

that an increase widens the spread of the distribution, in the case of the GEV moving the long-period 324 
return levels further from the short-period return levels. Thus, a change in either parameter can affect 325 
the long-period return levels. In this work we considered the century-scale change in location and 326 
scale.  It is assumed that the shape parameter remains constant for a given simulation.  The GEV 327 
distribution was fitted to modelled extreme skew surge and wave heights time series over the 1970-328 

2099 period.  Allowing the location parameter to change accommodates potential change in all 329 
extreme events (for example at both long and short return periods). Allowing the scale parameter to 330 
change accommodates the potential for an increase (or decrease) in the spread of extreme events 331 

(for example an increase in intensity of the most extreme surges accompanied by a decrease in 332 
intensity of the more frequent surges). A comparison of the quality of the stationary and non-333 
stationary fits gives an indication of the significance of any trend.  Linear century-scale trends in return 334 

level associated with any given return period were diagnosed from the non-stationary GEV fit to the 335 
data.  In order to produce a four-model mean (µ) trend estimate, the mean of the ensemble central 336 

estimates of trend was taken. The (Bessel-corrected) standard deviation of these four (σ) then 337 
represents the uncertainty in the projection.  We then identify (µ - 1.64 σ) as the lower bound and (µ + 338 

1.64 σ) as the upper bound.  Note that the implied symmetry is in the distribution of trends, not the 339 
distribution of the extremes themselves, which will in general be asymmetrical. We note that a 340 

limitation of the statistical-modelling is an implicit assumption that the behaviour of the extremes in 341 
one year is independent of the behaviour of the extremes in neighbouring years. In fact we expect 342 
some autocorrelation due to multi-annual cycles in the climate system. This can reduce the effective 343 
number of degrees of freedom compared to the number implied by the assumption of independence. 344 

In this circumstance there is a risk of diagnosing a trend as statistically significant simply because the 345 
assumed number of degrees of freedom is too large. However, we find a posteriori that this is not a 346 

big issue in this work since we do not diagnose large significant positive trends. 347 
 348 

 349 

3. Model validation 350 

3.1 Surge Model 351 
 352 
Comparisons of modelled and observed tidal amplitudes and phases at 4 tide gauge stations (Raffles 353 

Light House, Kukup, Tanah Merah, and Keling, located as indicated in Figure 1b) are presented in 354 
Figure 4a for the 7 largest tidal constituents (M2, N2, K2, K1, O1, M4 and P1).  Modelled tidal 355 
amplitudes compare well to those observed, particularly for the dominant semi-diurnal constituents 356 
(M2, N2 and K2) for which differences between observed and modelled amplitudes averaged 1.1 cm.  357 
The smaller diurnal components (K1, O1, M4, P1) are less well captured by the model with a mean 358 
difference between observed and modelled amplitudes of 3 cm.  Tidal phase is also well captured by 359 
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the model (Figure 5b).  Modelled and observed tidal phases differed by less than 50˚, with the 360 

exception at two stations of the smallest amplitude (M4) constituent. 361 

Model skill in simulating extreme events is demonstrated by comparing simulated annual maximum 362 
extreme water levels at grid point ‘a’ with annual maximum events extracted from an 18 year (1996-363 
2013) tide-gauge record at Raffles Light House.  In order to make a like-for-like comparison, six non-364 
overlapping samples of eighteen consecutive years were extracted from each of the model 365 
simulations.  This treatment of the 130-year-long simulations as essentially stationary is justifiable in 366 

view of the very small trends described in section 4.2.  Extreme still-water return levels from each time 367 
series are plotted as a function of return period in Figure 5a.  Simulated return levels are 368 
approximately 20 cm larger than those derived from observations for all return periods.  Importantly, it 369 
is also evident that the scale parameter (the gradient in Figure 5a) of the model data is comparable to 370 
that of the observations.  This reveals that the model is doing a good job of simulating the inter-annual 371 

variability (or ‘spread’) in extreme water levels.  The Gumbel distribution, fitted to the observations, is 372 

shown by the straight line in Figure 6a.  The distribution of model scale parameters derived from the 373 

Gumbel distribution fitted to each of the samples of model data and the observations, is shown in 374 
Figure 5b. (NB. detrending observed and model data had little effect on the results shown in this plot) 375 
It can be seen that the scale parameter of the observations lies comfortably within the distribution of 376 
the model samples, indicating that the observed scale parameter is well-modelled and that 377 

interannual variability in extreme water levels changes little over the course of the simulations.  Aside 378 
from the mean sea-level uncertainty, it is the uncertainty in the scale parameter that primarily 379 
determines the uncertainty in long-period return levels (i.e. the uncertainty in the most extreme 380 

events) under the Gumbel distribution.  The good agreement between the modelled and observed 381 
scale parameter increases our confidence in applying the model to project century-scale changes in 382 

extreme water levels. 383 

 384 

3.2 Wave Model 385 
 386 
The relationship between simulated significant wave heights and those observed by satellite altimetry 387 
across the model domain between 2003 and 2005 is summarised by a correlation coefficient of 0.85, 388 

a standard deviation of 0.52 m, and a mean bias of -0.11 m.  These statistics demonstrate good 389 

model performance, comparable to the UK Met Office’s operational wave model performance in 390 
tropical regions (Bidlot et al., 2000, Bidlot & Holt, 2006, Bidlot et al., 2007).  Qualitative comparison of 391 
modelled and observed seasonal mean cycles in significant wave height at Singapore (not shown), 392 
demonstrates that the model is able to represent seasonality in significant wave heights at Singapore.  393 
A seasonal climatology generated from the ERA-interim forced simulation exhibits maximum 394 

significant wave heights of ~0.3 m during the southwest monsoon season and maximum significant 395 
wave heights of ~0.35 m during the northeast monsoon season.  Significant wave heights decrease to 396 

~0.1 m outside of the monsoon seasons. 397 

 398 

4. Projections of regional sea level change 399 

4.1 Time-mean sea level 400 
 401 
Time series of projected total sea level rise at Singapore and its components for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 402 
are presented in Figure 6.  The changes between 1986-2005 and 2081-2100 for each contributing 403 
component are presented in Table 2. Central, lower and upper ranges of total sea level rise at 404 
Singapore out to 2050 and 2100 are presented in Table 3, alongside global mean values for 405 
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comparison.  The central estimates of total sea level rise at Singapore are similar to the global mean 406 

projections reported in the IPCC AR5.  Glacier and ice sheet surface mass balance terms result in a 407 
larger increase in sea level at Singapore compared to the global mean.  This is because there is a far-408 
field rise in sea level as a result of the associated change in Earth’s gravity field as the mass is re-409 
distributed away from high latitudes (Tamisiea and Mitrovica, 2011).  The larger ice mass balance 410 

term is, however, offset by a negative contribution to sea level rise at Singapore from glacial isostatic 411 
adjustment.  This is the result of additional ocean mass from the last deglaciation depressing the sea 412 
floor and causing mantle material to flow underneath the continents causing uplift (Tamisiea et al., 413 

2014).   414 

The uncertainty in projections of sea level rise at Singapore is substantially larger than for global 415 
mean projections, mainly due to the additional uncertainty associated with representation of regional 416 
oceanographic processes (the oceanographic contribution to sea level change) by the coarse 417 

resolution CMIP5 models.  Scaling up of the ice sheet and glacier terms using the Slangen et al. 418 

(2014) fingerprints also contributed to the increased uncertainty of the regional projections. This 419 

increased uncertainty is larger for RCP8.5 than for RCP4.5.  Over the first half of the 21st Century the 420 
projected rate of sea level rise is similar for both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Hence on this timescale, sea 421 
level rise projections are largely independent of emissions pathway, meaning the uncertainty range is 422 
dominated by methodological and model uncertainty.  In both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 there is a 423 

substantial acceleration in the rate of sea level rise over the 21st Century, particularly during the early 424 
and mid-periods of the 21

st
 century.  A simple linear extrapolation of observed long-term regional 425 

trends (as reported for Singapore by Tkalich et al., 2013) is therefore likely to grossly underestimate 426 

future sea level rise.  427 

 428 
4.2 Surge changes 429 

 430 
Time series of annual maximum skew surge at grid point ‘a’ from each of the four model simulations 431 
are presented in Figure 7.  (NB. projected changes in surge and significant wave height both have 432 

very large spatial scales compared with the scale of Singapore.  As a result, it was found that choice 433 
of model grid point did not significantly impact the results.)  For consistency all skew surge and 434 

significant wave height results presented in this paper are taken from grid point ‘a’ (see Figure 1 for 435 
location).  For each simulation a non-stationary GEV model fit to the annual maximum significant 436 
wave height time series was used to diagnose a linear century-scale trend in return level associated 437 
with any given return period.  For each simulation the P value associated with the improvement in fit 438 

on moving from a stationary to a non-stationary GEV model is quoted in Figure 7. There is always 439 
some model improvement with a non-stationary fit because more parameters are added to the 440 
statistical model (i.e. a linear time-variation in both location and scale).  Taking the CNRM model as 441 
an example, the P value is 77%, meaning the small amount of apparent non-stationarity in the CNRM 442 

data could easily arise by chance from random variations in stationary data. Thus we cannot discount 443 
our null hypothesis of stationarity in the CNRM data. The IPSL model, on the other hand, is consistent 444 
with a visual assessment of the data.  The P value is very small and we conclude that this data is 445 

unlikely to arise from a truly stationary process.  Visually, there is a strong suggestion in the IPSL data 446 
of a reduction in interannual variability over the 21st century.  The standard diagnostic of the quality of 447 
the fit of the stationary GEV distribution to the annual mean skew surge data for each simulation is 448 
included in Appendix A2 for each of the simulations.  Projected century-scale trends in return level are 449 
reported in Table 4 and shown diagrammatically in Figure 8.  Treating the four models as a small 450 

ensemble of equally plausible simulations, we obtain an ensemble [5%ile, 95%ile] of the diagnosed 451 
trend in the one hundred-year return level of [-63 , 30] mm/century.  We do not find a statistically 452 
significant trend in skew surge for any of the return levels tested.  Uncertainties in skew surge trends 453 

are small compared to the uncertainties in projected mean sea-level change of for example [450, 454 
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1020] mm (see Table 3) over the 21st century under RCP8.5.  As no statistically significant trends in 455 

skew surge return levels are projected for RCP8.5, we would not expect to find tends for the less 456 

severe RCP4.5 scenario.   457 

 458 
 459 
4.3 Wave changes 460 

 461 
Time series of annual maximum significant wave height at grid point ‘a’ from each of the four 462 
simulations are presented in Figure 9.  The standard diagnostic of the quality of the fit of the 463 
stationary GEV distribution to the significant wave height and annual maxima for each simulation is 464 
shown in Appendix A3.  All of the resulting projections of century-scale trends were small and 465 
negative, with the exception of the IPSL forced simulation for which a 35 mm century

-1
 increase in the 466 

2-year return level was obtained.  The model ensemble of the diagnosed trend in 100-year significant 467 

wave height return level is [-0.73 , 0.29] mm century
-1

.  Diagnosed trends in 2, 20, 100, 1000, and 468 

10000-year return levels are given in Table 5 and presented diagrammatically in Figure 10.  The small 469 
sample size of four climate models and the large spread in projections of century-scale change in 470 
significant wave height at long return periods means that we cannot rule out positive trends, even 471 

though the central estimates of the trends are small and negative in each of the four models.    472 

 473 

5. Discussion   474 

The overriding conclusion from this study is that change in time mean sea level will be the dominant 475 

process influencing the changing vulnerability of Singapore to coastal inundation over the 21
st
 476 

Century.  Several studies have drawn similar conclusions for other parts of the world e.g. in the North 477 

Sea (Sterl et al., 2009), around the UK (Lowe et al., 2009) and globally (Bindoff et al., 2007).  It is 478 
notable that the central estimates of sea level rise by 2100 (of 0.52 m and 0.74 m under the RCP4.5 479 
and RCP8.5 scenarios respectively) are of similar magnitude to the most damaging surge events 480 

recorded at Singapore over recent decades (In describing extreme events occurring since the 1970s, 481 
Tkalich et al. (2009) report sea level anomalies ranging from 43 cm to ~60 cm).  Hence Singapore is a 482 

country particularly vulnerable to sea level rise.  Wong (1992) previously highlighted this vulnerability, 483 
noting that by adding 1 m to current chart datum levels at Singapore (comparable to our upper 484 
estimate of a 1.02 m sea level rise by 2100) the mean spring high water level of 3.8 m will be close to 485 

the highest recorded water level to date, of 3.9 m.   486 

The climate simulations presented in this work suggest there will be no significant change in the 487 

frequency of extreme storm surge or wave events during the 21
st
 century over and above that due to 488 

mean sea-level rise.  Extreme events of the magnitude seen over recent decades will, however, have 489 

a much greater impact when superimposed on rising sea levels.  Those involved in mitigating the 490 
potential impacts of future climate change on Singapore’s coastline therefore need to combine 491 

projections of sea level rise with skew surge return level data.  Site specific projections of future 492 
extreme still water level can be obtained by linearly combining return levels derived from tide gauge 493 
data with the sea level change projections presented in Table 3.  (Tide-gauge data represent the best 494 

information available about present-day location-specific return levels, however, it is worth noting that 495 
uncertainties in the present-day return levels derived from relatively short tide-gauge records are likely 496 

to be a large component of the combined uncertainty in projected future return-level curves.)  In the 497 
longer term there is potential to develop better estimates of current risk by combining model-derived 498 
information with observed time series.  The skew surge joint probability method (Batstone et al., 2013) 499 

provides an approach to addressing this problem.   500 
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There are several caveats to the sea level, surge and wave projections presented in this study and we 501 

consider each in turn in the following paragraphs. Mean sea level projections are presented as likely 502 
(66–100 % probability) ranges for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 climate change scenarios, taking into 503 
account a number of uncertainties that cannot be robustly quantified with the present state of scientific 504 
knowledge. We note that recent studies have attempted to provide information outside of the IPCC 505 

likely range (Kopp et al., 2014 Jevrejeva et al., 2014) and this is an important topic of ongoing 506 
discussion by the research community (Hinkel et al., 2015). As noted previously, our sea level 507 
projections do not account for the unlikely event of a collapse of the marine-based sectors of the 508 
Antarctic ice sheet.  Based on current understanding, AR5 assessed that such a collapse, if initiated, 509 
could cause global mean sea level to rise substantially above the given likely range during the 21st 510 

century. This potential additional contribution cannot be precisely quantified, but the AR5 report 511 
assessed with medium confidence that it would not exceed several tenths of a metre of sea level rise 512 
during the 21st century (Church et al, 2013).  This remains one of the most important structural 513 

uncertainties in projecting sea level extremes.  An additional source of uncertainty arises from taking 514 
patterns of change associated with land ice, land water and GIA from a single source (i.e. the maps 515 
generated by Slangen et al., 2014). While Slangen’s data are considered very credible estimates 516 
based on current understanding, we do not include here any estimate of uncertainties in sea level 517 
change that could arise from using alternative estimates of these patterns.  The CMIP5 models, due 518 

to their low resolution, have limited ability to represent meso-scale hydrographic processes important 519 
to regional dynamics.  Previous studies (e.g. Lowe et al., 2009 and Perrette et al., 2013), suggest, 520 
however, that large-scale oceanic signals propagate freely into the coastal region, and are not overtly 521 

affected by the coarse resolution of the models.  In common with previous studies (e.g. Lowe et al., 522 
2009 and Perrette et al., 2013), we assume that large-scale oceanic signals propagate freely into the 523 
coastal region.  The effects of anthropogenic disturbance such as resource extraction and land 524 

reclamation on sea level projections are also not considered in this work.  Finally, it is important to 525 
note that the probability attributed to the sea level projections is calculated without accounting for the 526 

potential effects of future seismic activity; the only vertical land movement process considered in this 527 
study being glacial-isostatic adjustment.  It is possible that vertical land movement associated with 528 

seismic activity may dominate changes in relative sea level over decadal time scales.  The Earth 529 

Observatory of Singapore state that:  530 

“Sea level could rise faster than the IPCC predicted after a big earthquake on the Sunda 531 
Megathrust. This is due to the overall tectonics of the region.  After a big earthquake on the 532 

megathrust, the whole Sunda shelf will experience a subsidence.” 533 

(http://www.earthobservatory.sg/faq-on-earth-sciences/singapore-threatened-earthquakes-0).   534 

There are a number of further caveats associated with the modelling of extreme events. Waves and 535 
surge have been modelled separately, meaning wave-surge interactions are not accounted for.  536 
Surge propagation from outside the boundaries of the surge model domain is also not considered 537 

(except by application of a static inverse barometer effect at the boundaries).  Over shallow seas, 538 
however, wind is the dominant factor in surge generation, suggesting that surge propagation from 539 
outside the boundaries will not be a dominant factor in driving extreme water levels on the Sunda 540 

shelf (Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007).  The impacts of changes in mean water depth on tidal resonance 541 
and on surge propagation are also not considered in this work.  Pickering (2014) investigated the 542 
impact on tidal dynamics of raising GMSL by 2 m and found a change in mean high water level of the 543 
order 10 cm around Singapore. Howard et al. (2010), Sterl et al. (2009), and Lowe et al. (2001) find in 544 
studies of the northwest European shelf that changing the water depth affects the time of arrival of a 545 

storm surge, but not the surge height.  Hence, we suggest that any impact of rising sea levels on tidal 546 
dynamics will be small compared to sea level rise.  Finally, our simulations assume a fixed coastline 547 
with no inundation.  Further work with a high resolution inundation model is required to understand the 548 
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land area at risk from inundation due to sea level rise, and to design appropriate coastal defences to 549 

best mitigate this risk.  550 

 551 

6. Conclusions 552 

Regional projections of changes in long-term mean sea level and in the frequency of extreme storm 553 
surge and wave events over the 21st century have been generated for Singapore.  Local changes in 554 

time mean sea level were evaluated using the process-based climate model data and methods 555 
presented in the IPCC AR5.  Regional surge and wave forecast simulations extending from 1970 to 556 
2100 were generated using high resolution (~12 km) regional surge (Nucleus for European Modelling 557 
of the Ocean - NEMO) and wave (WaveWatchIII) models.  Ocean simulations were forced by four 558 
regional atmospheric model solutions, which were in turn nested within global atmospheric 559 

simulations generated for the IPCC AR4.  The four climate models were chosen to best represent 560 
historical conditions and included the GFDL-CM3 model which exhibited the largest area-averaged 561 

changes in 850 hPa wind speeds during both the SW and NE monsoon seasons.  An additional 562 
atmospheric regional model simulation driven by a global atmospheric reanalysis was used to force 563 
historical regional ocean model simulations extending from 1980-2010.  The hindcast simulation was 564 
used to demonstrate the skill of the models in simulating regional tides and surge events (through 565 

comparison to tide gauge data) and significant wave heights (through comparison to satellite altimetry 566 

data). 567 

Central estimates of long-term mean sea level rise at Singapore by 2100 are projected to be 568 
0.52 m (0.74 m) under the RCP 4.5(8.5) scenarios respectively.  These values are very close to the 569 

global mean estimates presented in the IPCC AR5.  Sea level rise at Singapore resulting from mass 570 
loss from ice sheets and glaciers is projected to be 10-15% larger than the global mean.  This will, 571 

however, be offset by elevation of the land mass due to glacial isostatic adjustment.  The likely ranges 572 
of projected sea level rise at Singapore are substantially larger than the global mean projections, 573 
mainly due to the uncertainty associated with representation of regional oceanographic processes by 574 

the coarse resolution CMIP5 models.  Due to an acceleration in the rate of sea level rise throughout 575 
the early and mid- 21

st
 century, extrapolation of long-term tide-gauge records does not provide 576 

reliable estimates of future sea level change and systematically underestimates the magnitude of 577 

future sea level rise for both scenarios.     578 

The [5%ile, 95%ile] of diagnosed trend in one hundred-year skew surge return level, obtained by 579 
treating the four models as a small ensemble of equally plausible simulations is 580 
[−63, 30] mm century

−1
. The corresponding [5%ile, 95%ile] of the diagnosed trend in one hundred-581 

year significant wave height return level is [-0.73 , 0.29] mm century
-1

.  The uncertainties in projected 582 
century-scale trend in skew surge and significant wave height are small compared to the uncertainties 583 

in projected mean sea-level change of for example [450, 1020] mm over the 21st century under 584 
RCP8.5.  We find no statistically significant changes in extreme skew surge events and no statistically 585 

significant changes in extreme significant wave height under the RCP 8.5 scenario over and above 586 
that due to mean sea-level change using the four model ensembles.  Our primary finding is then that 587 
change in time mean sea level will be the dominant process influencing the changing vulnerability of 588 

Singapore to coastal inundation over the 21st Century.  We note that the largest recorded surge 589 
residual in the Singapore Strait of ~84 cm (Tkalich et al., 2009) lies between the central and upper 590 

estimates of sea level rise by 2100. 591 
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Tables 781 

Table 1: Summary table of methodologies employed to estimate the different components of sea level 782 

rise at Singapore, including scaling factors used to convert global mean trends into local trends.    783 

 784 

 785 

 786 
 787 
 788 

 789 

 790 

Component Methodology 

1. Oceanographic sea 
level   
 

CMIP5 climate model estimates of global thermal expansion and dynamic 
sea level are combined for each model. Differences between the two periods 
1986-2005 and 2081-2100 are computed for each climate change scenario. A 
multi-model mean and spread in this component is extracted for Singapore 
using a nearest-neighbour approach. Time series are constructed based on 
the assumption that the change signal emerges proportionally to AR5 
estimates of global thermal expansion.  

2. Glaciers Time series of global sea level rise from AR5 data files are scaled by a factor 
of 1.11, according to the spatial fingerprint information provided by Slangen 
et al. (2014).  

3. Greenland surface mass 
balance 

Time series of global sea level rise from AR5 data files are scaled by a factor 
of 1.14, according to the spatial fingerprint information provided by Slangen 
et al. (2014).  

4. Antarctica surface mass 
balance 

Time series of global sea level rise from AR5 data files are scaled by a factor 
of 1.13, according to the spatial fingerprint information provided by Slangen 
et al. (2014).  

5. Greenland dynamics Time series of global sea level rise from AR5 data files are scaled by a factor 
of 1.16, according to the spatial fingerprint information provided by Slangen 
et al. (2014).  

6. Antarctica dynamics  Time series of global sea level rise from AR5 data files are scaled by a factor 
of 1.19,  according to the spatial fingerprint information provided by Slangen 
et al. (2014).  

7. Land water storage Time series of global sea level rise from AR5 data files are scaled by a factor 
of 0.81, according to the spatial fingerprint information provided by Slangen 
et al. (2014).  

8. Glacial isostatic 
adjustment (GIA) 

Estimate based on ICE5G (Peltier, 2004) model as provided by Slangen et al. 
(2014).  

9. Inverse barometer  Assessed from AR5 supplementary data files. Not included in projections, 
given the negligible contribution. 
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Table 2: Median values and likely (in IPCC calibrated language – see section 2.1) ranges (square 791 

brackets) for projections of time mean sea level rise and its contribution in metres for 2081-2100 792 
relative to 1986-2005 for Singapore and the global average (as reported in Table 13.5 of AR5, Church 793 
et al., 2013).  794 

 795 

Sea level 

component 

RCP4.5 change (m)  RCP8.5  change (m)  

Singapore Global Singapore Global 

Expansion / 

Oceanographic 

0.20 

[0.12,0.27] 

0.19 

[0.14,0.23] 

0.27 

[0.18,0.36] 

0.27 

[0.21,0.33] 

Glaciers 0.14 

[0.07,0.22] 

0.12 

[0.06,0.19] 

0.18 

[0.10,0.26] 

0.16 

[0.09,0.23] 

Greenland Surface 

Mass Balance 

0.05 

[0.01,0.18] 

0.04 

[0.01,0.09] 

0.08 

[0.03,0.18] 

0.07 

[0.03,0.16] 

Antarctica Surface 

Mass Balance 

-0.02 

[-0.06,-0.01] 

-0.02 

[-0.05,-0.01] 

-0.05 

[-0.08,-0.01] 

-0.04 

[-0.07,-0.01] 

Greenland 

Dynamics 

0.05 

[0.01,0.07] 

0.04 

[0.01,0.06] 

0.06 

[0.02,0.08] 

0.05 

[0.02,0.07] 

Antarctica 

Dynamics 

0.08 

[-0.01,0.19] 

0.07 

[-0.01,0.16] 

0.08 

[-0.01,0.19] 

0.07 

[-0.01,0.16] 

Land Water 0.03 

[-0.01,0.07] 

0.04 

[-0.01,0.09] 

0.03 

[-0.01,0.07] 

0.04 

[-0.01,0.09] 

GIA -0.03 N/A -0.03 N/A 

 796 

 797 

Table 3: Estimates of global sea level rise from the IPCC AR5 (Church et al., 2013) alongside our 798 

regional estimates for Singapore. Following the definitions in AR5, there is a 66-100% chance that 799 
future sea level rise will fall within the ranges quoted. Based on current understanding, only the 800 

collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause global mean sea 801 
level to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. This potential additional 802 

contribution cannot be precisely quantified but there is medium confidence that it would not exceed 803 

several tenths of a meter of sea level rise during the 21st century (Church et al, 2013). 804 

 805 

 806 

 807 

 808 

 809 

Scenario 2050 2100 

Central Lower Upper Central Lower Upper 

RCP4.5 Global 0.23 0.17 0.29 0.53 0.36 0.71 

Singapore 0.22 0.14 0.29 0.52 0.29 0.73 

RCP8.5 Global 0.25 0.19 0.32 0.74 0.52 0.98 

Singapore 0.25 0.17 0.32 0.74 0.45 1.02 
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 810 

 811 

Table 4: Projected century-scale trends in skew surge for five return periods (excluding 812 

mean sea level change).  Units are mm per century. 813 

Period/years 2 20 100 1000 10000 

Lower -20 -40 -63 -90 -120 

Central 0 -10 -20 -20 -30 

Upper 20 20 30 50 60 

 814 

 815 

Table 5: Projected century-scale trends in significant wave height for five return periods due to 816 

storminess changes (mm per century, to two decimal places). 817 

Period/years 2 20 100 1000 10000 

Lower -15 -460 -730 -1260 -2030 

Central -30 -140 -220 -390 -620 

Upper 80 190 290 490 780 

 818 

 819 

 820 

 821 

 822 

 823 

 824 

 825 

 826 

 827 

 828 
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Figures  829 

 830 

 831 

Figure 1: (a) Bathymetric map showing the location of Singapore (black circle) in relation to 832 

the climate model domain (outermost square), the surge model domain (shaded depth 833 

contours), and the wave model domain (innermost square).  (b) Map of Singapore showing 834 

the location of tide gauge meters utilised for model validation, and showing the location of 835 

grid point ‘a’ as referred to in the results section (black rectangle).   836 

 837 
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 838 

Figure 2: Spatial fingerprints for changes in (a) Greenland surface mass balance, (b) 839 

Greenland dynamical change, (c) Antarctica surface mass balance, (d) Antarctica dynamical 840 

change, (e) glaciers, (f) glacial isostatic adjustment and (g) changes in land water use.  Panels 841 

a-e represent the ratio of local relative sea level change per unit of GMSL rise associated 842 

with mass input to the oceans. The location of Singapore is shown by the black circle. 843 

Source: Slangen et al. (2014).   844 
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 845 

Figure 3: Projections of steric/dynamic sea level rise (metres) for 21 CMIP5 models under 846 

RCP8.5, computed as the difference between 1986-2005 and 2081-2100. The location of 847 

Singapore is shown by the black circle. The primary and secondary grid boxes used to extract 848 

time mean sea level for Singapore are shown by an × and +, respectively. Note the grid box 849 

selections for GISS-E2-R are away from potential problem areas for the land mask. 850 
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 851 

 852 

Figure 4: Projections of sea level rise relative to 1986-2005 and its contributions as a 853 

function of time for (a) global mean sea level (RCP4.5), (b) Singapore region (RCP4.5), (c) 854 

global mean sea level (RCP8.5) and (d) Singapore region (RCP8.5).  Lines show the median 855 

projections. The likely ranges for the total and thermal expansion or steric/dynamic sea level 856 

changes are shown by the shaded regions. The contributions from ice sheets include the 857 

contributions from ice sheet rapid dynamical change. The dotted line shows an 858 

extrapolation of the observed 1984-2011 rate of sea level change for the Singapore Strait 859 

reported by Tkalich et al. (2013). 860 
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 861 

 862 

Figure 5: Comparison of modelled and observed (a) tidal amplitude and (b) tidal phase at 4 863 

tide gauge stations close to Singapore (Keling, Tanah Merah, Raffles lighthouse and Kukup) 864 

station locations are marked in Figure 1. 865 

 866 
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 867 

 868 

Figure 6:  (a) Empirical return level data of extreme water level based on 18 years of tide 869 

gauge data from Raffles Light House (1996-2013), and 18-year long samples from the model 870 

simulations at grid point ‘a’. The fitted Gumbel distribution of the observations is shown by 871 

the straight line.  (b) Empirical cumulative density function of the scale parameters of the 872 

model samples, showing that the scale parameter of the tide gauge data sits well within the 873 

model distribution. 874 

 875 
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 876 

Figure 7: Annual maxima skew surge obtained from the (a) GFDL, (b) HadGEM, (c) CNRM, 877 

and (d) IPSL forced simulations.  The P value indicates the statistical significance of the 878 

improvement in fit when using a non-stationary GEV model: a large P value indicates little 879 

improvement; a small P value indicates significant improvement. 880 
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 881 

 882 

Figure 8: Projected century-scale trends in skew surge for five return periods due to 883 

storminess changes only (i.e. excluding mean sea level change) (mm per century). Central, 884 

lower and upper estimates are shown. 885 

 886 

 887 
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 888 

Figure 9: Simulated annual maxima of significant wave height (metres) obtained from the (a) 889 

GFDL, (b) HadGEM, (c) CNRM, and (d) IPSL forced simulations.  The P value indicates the 890 

statistical significance of the improvement in fit when using a non-stationary GEV model: a 891 

large P value indicates little improvement; a small P value indicates significant improvement. 892 

 893 

 894 
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 895 

Figure 10: Projected century-scale trends in significant wave height for five return periods 896 

due to storminess changes only (i.e. excluding mean sea level change) (mm per century). 897 

Central, lower and upper estimates are shown. 898 

Appendix 899 

 900 
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 901 

Figure A1: Regression between local oceanographic sea level change (due to steric plus dynamic 902 

processes) and global thermal expansion terms for each CMIP5 model under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5. 903 
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 904 

 905 

Figure A2: Standard diagnostic plots for stationary fit to skew surge annual maxima from (a) 906 

HadGEM2-ES, (b) IPSL, (c) CNRM, and (d) GFDL simulations.   The quantile and probability plots 907 

compare the theoretical distribution fitted to the data with the actual data and give an indication of 908 

confidence in the fit of the return period. 909 
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 910 

Figure A3: Standard diagnostic plots for stationary fit to significant wave height annual 911 

maxima from (a) HadGEM2-ES, (b) IPSL, (c) CNRM and (d) GFDL simulations.  The quantile and 912 

probability plots compare the theoretical distribution fitted to the data with the actual data and give an 913 

indication of confidence in the fit of the return period.   914 

 915 


